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ZAGG ID8BSF-BBC mobile device keyboard (ID8BSFBBC)
Messenger folio, smart connector, black
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Price details:
Price excl. VAT: 35.98 €
Eco fees: 0.07 €
VAT 21 %: 7.57 €

Product details:
Product code: ID8BSF-BBC
EAN: 0848467048568
Manufacturer: ZAGG

43.62 €
* VAT included
MEET THE MESSENGER FOLIO
Now everyone can enjoy easy, comfortable mobile typing. The ZAGG Messenger Folio delivers the same natural typing
experience you expect from Zagg keyboards - at a price that's right for anyone. Perfectly spaced, island-style keys
respond just like a laptop keyboard so you can email, blog, take notes, and more - quickly and naturally. The full-width
kickstand provides a stable platform and holds the Messenger at an ideal viewing angle. Plus, the Messenger Folio is
covered in stylish fabric that looks great on the go, in the office, or in the classroom.
Types Just Like a Laptop
With comfortable, island-style keys, the Messenger Folio feels just like a laptop keyboard so you can email, blog, and
take notes with ease.
The Perfect Price
At $59.99, the Zagg Messenger Folio brings the best mobile typing experience to any classroom, boardroom, or trip.
Ideal Viewing Angle
The full-width kickstand provides stability and an ideal viewing angle that's perfect for typing or watching your favorite
show.
Design That Stands Out
An intuitive design enhances your tablet by quickly snapping into place while its stylish fabric cover stands out in style.
Main specifications:

Design
Colour of product:
Cover:
Cable lock slot:
Island-style keyboard:
Wrist rest:

Black
Y
N
Y
Y

Performance
Brand compatibility:
Compatibility:
Pointing device:
Fingerprint reader:
Numeric keypad:
Backlight:
Keyboard layout:
Plug and Play:
Mobile operating systems supported:

Power

Apple
iPad Pro
N
N
N
N
AZERTY
Y
iOS

Power source:
Charging source:
Battery technology:
Battery type:

Battery
USB
Lithium Polymer (LiPo)
Built-in

Ports & interfaces
Connectivity technology:
Device interface:

Wireless
Bluetooth

Weight & dimensions
Package width:
Package depth:
Package height:
Package weight:

209 mm
293 mm
31 mm
780 g

Packaging content
Cables included:
Quick start guide:
Package type:

Micro-USB
Y
Box

*PLEASE NOTE: Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of all information contained herein. Lasystems makes no warranty expressed or implied with respect to
accuracy of the information, including price, editorials or specifications. Lasystems or its suppliers shall not be liable for incidental, consequential or special damages arising from, or
as a result of, any electronic transmission or the accuracy of the information contained herin, even if Lasystems has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Product and
manufacturer names are used only for the purpose of identification.

